Compound b-i
A solid and yellowed product was recuperated. TLC where clockwise rotation designates the "head" and the opposite side is the "tail".
Section 5-3: Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments
Ø General details for the DSC analysis of the QDNA dimer and supramolecular complex.
The concentration of the DNA sequence used on the DSC experiments is a little lower than the one used on the NMR experiments (4.5 mM) since the minimum amount of sample required for the DSC is 500 µL and the NMR experiments were done using Shiguemi tubes (300 µL). However, the sample of QDNA 2 and the sample of the supramolecular complex were quickly diluted just immediately prior its centrifugation, degasification and addition to the corresponding DSC chamber. 
